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108, or 100000000, to 101G, or 1000000002; similarly 1010 is taken as the unit of the third order, which consists of all numbers from 1016 to 1024, and so on, the 100000000th order consisting of all the numbers from (lOOOOOOOO)99999999 to (100000000)100000000, i.e. from lO8^10"-1) to lO8-10". The aggregate of all the orders up to the 100000000th form the first period] that is, if P = (lOOOOOOOO)10", the numbers of the first period go from 1 to P. Next, P is the unit of the first order of the second period] the first order of the second period then consists of all numbers from P up to lOOOOOOOO P or P. 10s; P.108 is the unit of the second order (of the second period) which ends with (lOOOOOOOO)2 P or P.IO16; P. 1016 begins the third order of the second period, and so on; the 100000000th order of the seco^id period consists of the numbers from (lOOOOOOOO)999999''9 P or P. lo8^108"1) to (lOOOOOOOO)100000000 P or P. 108-10*, i.e. P2. Again, P2 is the unit of the first order of the third period, and so on. The first order of the 100000000th period consists of the numbers from P10*-1 to P10""1. 108, the second order of the same period of the numbers from P10"-1 .10s to P10*"1.1016, and so on, the (108)th order of the (108)th period, or the period itself, ending with P10"-1. lO8-10*, i.e. P10*. The last number is described by Archimedes-as a c myriad-myriad units of the myriad-myriadth order of the myriad-myriadth period (at rrepioSov fj,vpt.aKio'fMvpLOorTau' dpi6/jLO)v /jivpiai This system was, however, a tour deforce, and has nothing to do with the ordinary Greek numerical notation.
Fractions.
(a)  The Egyptian system
We now come to the methods of expressing fractions. A fraction may be either a subinultiple (an ' aliquot part', i- e. a fraction with numerator unity) or an ordinary proper fraction with a number not unity for numerator and a greater number for denominator. The Greeks had a preference for expressing ordinary proper fractions as the sum of two or more subrnultiples ; in this they followed the Egyptians, who always expressed fractions in this way, with the exception that they had a single sign for §, whereas we

